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Cooperativity and contact order in protein folding

Marek Cieplak
Institute of Physics, Polish Academy of Sciences, Al. Lotniko´w 32/46, 02-668 Warsaw, Poland

~Received 19 March 2003; revised manuscript received 27 October 2003; published 23 March 2004!

The effects of cooperativity are studied within Go-Lennard-Jones models of proteins by making the contact
interactions dependent on the proximity to the native conformation. The kinetic universality classes are found
to remain the same as in the absence of cooperativity. For a fixed native geometry, small changes in the
effective contact map may affect the folding times in a chance way, and, to an extent that is comparable to the
shift in the folding times due to cooperativity. The contact order controls folding scenarios: the average times
necessary to bring pairs of amino acids into their near native separations depend on the sequential distances
within the pairs. This dependence is largely monotonic, regardless of the cooperativity, and the dominant trend
could be described by a single parameter like the average contact order. However, it is the deviations from the
trend which are usually found to set the net folding times.
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There are many indications that properties of a prote
such as the folding time,t f old , depend on the topology of it
native state@1–3#. Furthermore, the number of possible n
tive folds is known to be limited@4#. These two facts provide
support for a geometry based modeling of proteins such
the tubelike@5# and Go-like approaches@6#. There are two
geometrical parameters that have been hypothesized w
setting a scale fort f old : N, the number of amino acids~or the
backbone length of a protein! and CO, the relative contac
order parameter@2#. The latter is defined as an average s
quential distance between pairs of amino acids that inter
or make a contact, and normalized byN. A compilation of
t f old that were measured at room temperature@2,3# suggested
a correlation with CO but no dependence onN. On the other
hand, theoretical studies yieldedt f old growing with N @7,8#
and not depending on CO@8#. Is it the theories or the inter
pretation of the experimental data that are wrong?

Jewett, Pande, and Plaxco@9# have recently suggested th
the theories do not properly account for cooperativity effec
i.e., for the fact that the strength of effective amino ac
interactions should depend on a conformation. One of
reasons for such a dependence is that changes in the co
mation may lead to variations in the degree of exposure
water molecules. Specifically, Jewettet al.have considered a
27-mer lattice Go model in which the contact energye8 is
related to the native contact energye through

e85re, r5
1

~12s!Q1s
, ~1!

whereQ is the fraction of established native bonds ands is a
control parameter which introduces a conformation dep
dence fors.1. The result of their simulations is thatt f old
correlates with CO at the 57% correlation level fors53 as
compared to 5% fors51 and to 80% reported in the exper
mental data. A related study of a similar model by Kaya a
Chan@10# indicates an even higher degree of correlation
duced by this kind of cooperativity.

What would this prescription for the cooperativity yield
off-lattice models of actual proteins? In this paper, we co
sider 14a-type ~no nativeb sheets! and 16b-type ~no na-
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tive helices! short proteins which were studied in Ref.@8#.
The model is coarse grained, i.e. it involves only thea

atoms; and it is Go-like, i.e., the potential is chosen so t
the ground state agrees with the experimentally determi
native structure and it also favors the native sense of ch
ity. We describe the contact interactions by the Lenna
Jones potential which is scaled by the energy parametere8 as
in Eq. ~1!. This parameter is identical for all native contac
We takes53 and adopt an adiabatic way to smooth out a
sudden changes inQ during the time evolution.

We find that the scaling oft f old with N and the kind of the
dependence on CO do not change on switching froms51 to
3, but the folding times become, on average, about 2
longer since the couplings provide a weaker pull at the
ginning of the folding process. In particular, we confirm e
istence of the structure related kinetic universality clas
@8#. Even though the single CO parameter itself does
correlate with t f old , the contact order, in a more gener
sense, is important for the folding scenarios. One can c
acterize the folding scenarios by plotting the average fi
times, tc , needed to establish specific native contacts a
function of the corresponding sequence distance. We
that the folding scenarios are governed by the distance it
in a fairly monotonic way. However, the control is incom
plete and often it is the out-of-trend deviations that set
time to form the last contact, i.e., that sett f old . Thus the
local structures, like helices, do tend to form first~in agree-
ment with numerous experimental findings! but the way the
nonlocal structures form is not necessarily in agreement w
the contact order. Furthermore, we find that the effects
cooperativity may be less important than those of the pre
determination of the contacts considered native in the
model. Removing some contacts from the native set or
claring some reasonable non-native contacts to be effecti
native may affectt f old more significantly than the tinkering
with the strength of the couplings. These kinds of adju
ments in the contact map physically correspond to consid
ing sets of sequences which are different and yet folding
nearly the same conformations, i.e. belonging to the sa
native fold.
©2004 The American Physical Society07-1
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An important feature of our studies is that for each mo
protein we determine the dependence oft f old on the tempera-
tureT, and taket f old at the optimal temperatureTmin , as the
characteristic duration of folding that is relevant for scali
studies. When one considers measurement or calculation
fixed value ofT ~such as the room temperature! then thisT
can be in any distance away from the minimum of the ty
cally U-shaped dependence oft f old on T. Thus such, essen
tially arbitrary, choices ofT may significantly affect a com
paratory analysis of proteins. The arbitrariness is remove
the kinetics are observed atTmin . The experimental studie
do not involve optimization of this kind.

When constructing the model, we follow Ref.@11#.
Briefly, the amino acids are represented by particles of m
m located at the positions of the Ca atoms. They are tethere
by a strong harmonic potential with a minimum at the pe
tide bond length. The native structure of a protein is tak
from the Protein Data Bank@12# and the interactions be
tween the amino acids are divided into native and n
native. The distinction is based on the atomic representa
of the amino acids in the native state. We check for overl
between the atoms by associating spherical volume to th
The assigned radii are 1.24 times the van der Walls va
and the multiplication factor accounts for the softness of
potential @13#. The overlapping amino acids (i and j ) are
considered to be making contacts. The resulting Ca –Ca con-
tact separation ranges between 4.3 and 12.8 Å. These
are endowed with the Lennard-Jones potential in which
length parameters i j is chosen pair by pair so that the nativ

FIG. 1. The temporal behaviors ofQ ~the thinner line! and r
~the thicker line! in an example of a folding trajectory in the Go-lik
model of the 1csp protein withs53. The inset shows the media
folding times determined with the cooperativity factor (s53) plot-
ted vs. the folding times without any cooperativity effects (s51).
The hexagons are for thea-proteins and the stars for theb proteins.
The straight line corresponds to a ‘conversion factor’ of 2.2
(60.2).
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Ca –Ca distance agrees with the minimum of the potenti
The non-native contacts are purely repulsive~in the basic
model! and truncated at the distance of 21/6s where s
55 Å. During the time evolution, a native contact is cons
ered to be established when the distance between the a
acids involved is less than 1.5s i j . The thermal fluctuations
away from the native state are accounted for through
Langevin noise with the damping constantg of 2m/t, where
t is Ams2/e. This leads to negligible inertial effects@8# but
a more realistic account of the water environment requireg
to be at least an order of magnitude larger. However,t f old at
Tmin has been found to be linear ing @11#, so the physical
time scales can be accessed by a simple rescaling.

Figure 1 illustrates the way the model with the cooper
ivity effect is defined by showing the time evolution ofr.
The adiabatic way to incorporate variations inr is as fol-
lows. The integration of the equations of motion is based
the discretization oft into 200 segments. With each tim
advancement by1

200t, Q that enters Eq.~1! becomes updated
through Qnew50.99Qold10.01Qcurrent to eliminate rapid
jumps in Qcurrent . (Qcurrent , the instantaneous value,
meant asQ in Fig. 1!. The resultingr is 1

3 in the fully
unfolded state as thenQ is zero. In the native state,Q5r
51. It is seen that at about 1/3 through of the folding ev
lution, the variations inr start mirroring those inQ. The
inset of Fig. 1 shows that the initial reduction inr, compared
to the native value, results in a longert f old . However, the
results for t f old at s53 correlate strongly with those ats
51. It should be noted that the cooperativity effect is e

FIG. 2. TheN dependence of the median folding times, defin
as the ‘first passage times’, obtained based on at least 101 traj
ries. The top panels are for thea proteins and the bottom ones fo
the b proteins. In the left-hand panels, theN scale is logarithmic
and the corresponding power law exponents are indicated. In
right-hand panels, theN scale is linear and the corresponding co
relation lengths are indicated. The PDB codes of thea proteins
studied are 1ce4, 1bba, 2pdd, 1bw6, 1rpo, 1hp8, 1ail, 2abd, 1
1lmb, 1ycc, 1hrc, 256b, and 1f63. The codes of theb proteins are:
1cbh, 1ixa, 1ed7, 1bq9, 1efn, 2cdx, 1csp, 2ait, 1bdo, 1tit, 1ten, 1
1who, 6pcy, 1ksr, and 4fgf. The correlation levels of the power l
~exponential! fits are 0.978 and 0.956~0.960 and 0.971! for the a
andb proteins, respectively.
7-2
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COOPERATIVITY AND CONTACT ORDER IN PROTEIN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E69, 031907 ~2004!
pected to enhance the thermodynamic stability, as it ma
non-native local energy minima less stable relative to
native state. On the other hand, we have found that the
ues of Tmin become lower~in the record cases by 0.12!.
These two effects combined suggest that the energy la
scape are sculpted in a way that enhances the folding fun

Figure 2 shows that cooperativity does not affect the s
ing curves. The largest value ofN considered here is 154 an
the smallest is –35. In this range, it is hard to distingu
between the power law and the exponential dependen
even though the correlation levels for thea proteins favor
the former slightly. However, there continues to be supp
for the existence of kinetic universality classes that dep
on the type of the secondary structure. When the power
fits are used, the exponent for thea proteins is about 1.7 and
that for theb proteins is about 3.2~in the mixed case it is
about 2.5!. The scaling trends seen in Fig. 2 become d
turbed, but still identifiable, when calculations are perform
not atTmin but at a fixedT.

Cooperativity does not affect the dependence on CO
ther, as shown in Fig. 3. It is seen that a given value of
may correspond to a big span of the values oft f old , and
there is no trend that can be demonstrated. Significant va
tions in t f old can be obtained by staying with one nati

FIG. 3. The dependence oft f old on the relative contact order fo
the a ~triangles! andb ~circles! proteins. The dotted line separate
the values of CO that were found for thea proteins from those
found for theb proteins. The filled symbols correspond to thr
selected proteins 1rpo~circles!, 1csp~squares!, and 1efn~stars! in
which extra contacts were added or some contacts were subtra
The families of such systems are connected by lines. The re
corresponding to the true native contact maps are shown by
larger symbols. Within each family,t f old at an individually deter-
mined optimal temperature is displayed. If a fixed temperatur
used instead~the one which is optimal for the true native conta
map! the plots would look similar in character. The folding times
7019 t for 1f63 (CO50.1291), 5024t for 6pcy (CO50.2448),
and 19600t for 4fgf (CO50.1873) are beyond the vertical scale
this figure.
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geometry and adjusting the list of contacts that are con
ered native in the dynamics. We focused on three prote
1rpo, 1csp, and 1efn with the calculated numbers of the c
tacts of 194 (N561), 169 (N567), and 150 (N557), re-
spectively. We identified all non-native contacts with the sp
tial Ca-Ca range of less than 12 Å and considered syste
with 5, 10, 20, 30, and 40 such contacts, chosen randomly
providing additional active contacts. In addition, we cons
ered systems in which seven long range native contacts w
removed from the native list. We studied variations oft f old
with CO within the three families of systems, each consist
of seven members. The family of 1rpo shows a growi
trend with CO. This trend is disturbed in the case of 1efn.
the other hand, the variations around 1csp are chaotic
should be noted that the variations within the families are
significant in the plots on theN dependence, even in the ca
of 1rpo. It should also be pointed out that our data cont
two pairs of proteins with identical values ofN ~2abd and
1imq in thea case and 1tit and 1ten in theb case! and in
these pairst f old is in fact longer for the protein with the
bigger CO.

In our opinion, the experimental evidence, at fixedT, for

FIG. 4. The folding scenarios for the 1rpo protein as describ
by the average time to form a contact corresponding to the sequ
length u j 2 i u. The squares correspond to the standard Lenna
Jones Go-like model whereas the stars are for the systems with
couplings modified by the cooperativity effect. The small dots in
cate data obtained when 30 non-native contacts are added rand
~with the condition that the contacts formed are shorter than 12 Å
the physical space! and the cooperativity factorr corresponds to
s53. The data are based on 200 trajectories atTmin . The inset
shows compilation of the experimental results, based on the
from Ref. @3#. The relative contact order COP is calculated some-
what differently than CO in that it involves non-hydrogen atoms
a distance less than a cutoff value of 6 Å as discussed further in
@8#. CO involves only the Ca atoms but existence of a contact
based on the atomic overlap.
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the trends in CO is not definitive. The inset of Fig. 4 prese
these data@3# separately for thea andb proteins~the data in
the original paper are not split into the three structural clas
a, b, anda2b). If one focuses just on theb proteins then
it emerges that four very different folding times correspo
to almost the same CO. A similar point is demonstrated
the inset of Fig. 5, which presents theb-protein entries in the
data compiled by Galzitskayaet al. @14#. The b proteins
form the crucial test case of the approach since they invo
long range contacts. In the case ofa proteins, CO is more a
measure of the helical contenth in the protein than a measur
of the sequence range which is short. The lower right pa
of Fig. 6 shows thath, if nonzero, is in fact anticorrelate
with CO to a fair degree~correlation coefficient of 0.74!.

The folding scenarios, however, do depend on the con
order. Not on its average value but on the full set of valu
This is illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5 for the 1rpo (a-type! and
1csp (b-type! proteins. The figures showtc as a function of
the sequence lengthu j 2 i u. In the case of the helical 1rpo, th
dependence is monotonic and as such it could be represe
by a single parameter, e.g., the relative~or average! contact
order. Note that there is no qualitative difference between
s53 and 1 cases and the same goes to 1csp (s51 not shown
in Fig. 5!. Thus cooperativity does not introduce any ne
features in the folding scenarios other than general sh
Note that when 30 additional contacts that are consis
with the native topology are introduced in 1rpo (s53) then
the shifts in the data points are of a size that is comparab
the very introduction of the cooperativity. Thus cooperativ
acts as if it was affecting the number of effective contact

FIG. 5. The folding scenario for the 1csp protein with the coo
erativity effect included. The small dots indicate data obtain
when 20 non-native contacts are added randomly. The inset sh
the two-state protein data compiled by Galzitskayaet al. @14# and
plotted vs the relative contact order parameter, COG , as calculated
by them—usually it coincides with COP .
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Figure 5 shows that theb protein 1csp has a structure
form of the plot oftc vs u j 2 i u. This kind of branched form
is found in many other proteins both ofb type, as in 1tit, and
of a type, as in 1f63, 1ycc, or 256b. In 1csp, there are ma
contacts of the sameu j 2 i u which are established at differen
times. More importantly, the last to form are not the long
ranged contacts corresponding to (i , j )5(1,62) and~1,64!
but the medium ranged contacts corresponding to~9,41! and
~8,43! and then~6,44! and ~6,45!. Adding the 20 contacts to
1csp shifts the pattern downward but does not affect it in a
fundamental manner. Note that the formation time of t
shortest ranged contacts is not affected by the additional c
tacts. The acceleration of folding begins in the second bra
of contacts aroundu j 2 i u of 11.

We have checked that the folding scenarios are not se
tive to the details of the Go modeling, such as the choice
the contact potential~the 10-12 potential instead of th
Lennard-Jones potential! or to the addition of terms that de
pend on angular parameters, such as the dihedral angles
thermore, we have considered other variants of the coope
ivity effects. One of them is to replaceQ by the ratio of the
full potential energy of the system to its native value. T
results are qualitatively similar to those reported here but
range of variations of ther parameter during the simulation
is reduced, making it less effective, compared to the con
based definition.

-
d
ws

FIG. 6. The dependence on the helical content parameterh de-
fined as the ratio of the number of amino acids that belong toa
helices to the total number of amino acids in a protein. The top
panels shows results of the model calculations fors51 as obtained
in Ref. @8# for the a2b anda proteins, respectively. The protein
considered are those listed in this reference. The bottom pane
the right shows the dependence of CO onh for the same proteins
The bottom panel on the left plots the experimental data points@14#
for a different set of proteins~there is a substantial overlap with th
set considered in the simulations!.
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We conclude that the incorporation of elements of co
erativity in the couplings does not affect the folding proce
in the off-lattice Go models in any qualitative manner oth
than making the folding times longer despite the be
sculpted folding funnel. Notice that the parameterQ does not
generally couple to the contact order. Thus it is puzzling w
its incorporation into the cooperativity effects appears to
hance the CO dependence in theN527 lattice models.@9,10#
Perhaps the lattice geometry itself imposes some sort of
pling that emerges when considering systems of a fixed v
of N.

Since the off-lattice Go models, with or without the coo
erativity, do not yield a correlation of the folding times wit
CO it is interesting to ask whether some new quality arise
CO is replaced by the helical content parameter in the cas
a anda2b proteins. Figure 6 shows that this is not so. T
experimental data points compiled by Galzitskayaet al. @14#
on two-state proteins containing helices~the lower left panel!
do anticorrelate withh ~the correlation coefficient is 0.68!,
though not as strongly as they correlate with CO~not shown;
the correlation coefficient is 0.86!. On the other hand, ou
model calculations~the top two panels! remain uncorrelated
both with h and with CO even though some tendency
grow with h might be identified in thea2b case. We should
reemphasize that the experimental data do not pertain to
o-

a-
,
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characteristic folding time that could be uniquely associa
with a protein. The characteristic time must be obtain
through an optimization process, i.e. it must be measure
Tmin . A room temperature based measurement need not
incide with the conditions atTmin and can yield almost any
value oft f old , depending on the precise choice of the cont
parameters such asT and pH.

We have considered a well controlled model of prote
and demonstrated lack of dependence of the folding times
the relative contact order parameter, irrespective of whe
the cooperativity is taken into account or not. We have a
demonstrated that, for a fixed geometry, or a fixed nat
fold, one can get very different folding times depending
the sequence, i.e., depending on what precisely constit
the set of active contacts. These findings do not mean
geometry of the native state is irrelevant. Rather, they m
that the single relative contact order parameter may be in
propriate to characterize it. It is the full native contact m
that has a kinetic meaning.
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